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I. Introduction 

 

In the following paper, I will discuss the importance of teaching our students—especially high 

school and undergraduate students—how to discern whether the content they encounter online 

is trustworthy or not. Primarily, I am addressing those of you who know that many or most of 

your students will not be majoring in Religious Studies. I am focusing upon those of you who 

teach students who may limit their engagement with scholarship on religion to what they can 

find online. If this is not you, I hope there is information you can find valuable nonetheless.  

 

I teach high school students. This means that most of my students take my class because my 

employer, an Episcopal School, requires two semesters of Religious Studies if a student wants 

to graduate. This means that the vast majority of my students will not major in Religious 

Studies, participate in scholarship on religion, or become clergy. Additionally, whether we like 

to admit it or not, when you teach at a private school you are both an educator and an employee 

who serves clients since your students’ parents are paying extra for a level of education that 

their tax dollars already cover. Therefore, there is pressure to justify what you teach when the 

question can be asked and has been asked, “Why is this subject matter relevant?”1 It is with 

 
1 For some parents, the value of Religious Studies is clear to them, but their understanding of 

Religious Studies may not be the same as what I do in a classroom setting. In my classroom, I try to talk 

more about what ‘is’ than what ‘ought’ to be. When it comes to controversial topics like the historicity of 

the Exodus or the resurrection of Jesus, I try to get my students to look at these topics from various angles, 

recognizing that there is a scholarly majority view, and there are presuppositions people bring to the 

academic study of religion, and there are basic ground rules that make the study of religion in a diverse 

classroom setting different than studying religion in a Church, Synagogue, Mosque, Temple, etc. Many 

parents appreciate when I tell them that I am a tour guide for their children showing them what is out there 

and not their replacement, or a replacement for their family priest, rabbi, imam, etc. On the other hand, 

there are those parents who equate Religious Studies with catechism or some forms of confessional 

religious education. For these parents, they presume that their children are coming to you to be formed 

confessionally to an extent but more morally than confessionally. As Christian Smith, Bridget Ritz, and 
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these things in mind that I developed the end-of-semester project that I am going to share with 

you at the end of this paper. 

 

Last semester, I asked myself this question about my Hebrew Bible class (a question relevant 

for the study of the Christian Testament as well): “If most of these students will not engage 

Biblical Studies at a high level after they leave my classroom, what skills do I need to impart 

to them for the future?” I recognized over the semester that we have moved into an age where 

Google may be the most important influence on their hermeneutical method and their 

interpretation of the Bible (or any other sacred text for that matter) is shaped by quick-and-

easy digital reference sources like Wikipedia. Most of my students will not open a scholarly 

journal, or a commentary, or an encyclopedia when they have questions about the Bible. Most 

of my students will put a question or a key word into Google and then choose one of the top 

four or five results.2  

 

 
Michael Rotolo argue in Religious Parenting: Transmitting Faith and Values in Contemporary America 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2020), pp. 50-104, religious parents believe that “Religion is a 

normal, valuable, meaningful, and worthy part of life…not something deserving of skepticism and 

indifference’ and that ‘its central teachings are good, valuable, and practical for most people—in ways 

almost exclusively having to do with this life now, not eternity, or an afterlife.” For some parents, it is 

difficult to discover that you will not be reinforcing what their children are taught about various religious 

matters (even if the flip side of not pushing them to reject those views is a payoff). They want you to help 

their children be more religious because they believe this will help them live a better life. In part, it has 

been my responsibility to present my topics as valuable to the lives and futures of their children, even if I 

am not teaching them in order to push them any one direction toward this or that form of religiosity or 

away from religiosity altogether. 
2 I appreciate the insight of Melody R. Briggs, How Children Read Biblical Narrative: An 

Investigation of Children’s Readings of the Gospel of Luke (Eugene: Pickwick Publications, 2017), p. 5, 

who writes, “An area within biblical studies that particularly interests me is how ordinary readers handle 

the Bible, and children are one subgroup of these non-theologically trained readers. My central question has 

been largely neglected by the academy: biblical scholars have shown only minimal interest in the reading 

strategies of ordinary readers in general, let alone in those of children.” I would add that we do not give 

much attention to how adolescents read the Bible and often we ignore key influenced that have emerged 

during the Information Age (within which we are living). The impact of Google, Wikipedia, Twitter, 

Snapchat, is important to factor into modern studies of hermeneutics because the act of interpretation—

inside the academy and outside of it—are impacted by these mediums.  
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Pause for a moment and think of a subtopic about which you are most passionate—the Synoptic 

Problem, Narrative Criticism of the Gospels, the Deutero-Paulines—and then Google one of 

the first things you might want your students to know about that area of study. There is a fair 

chance that you will not be satisfied with the result. Minimally, you may feel that the websites 

that appear lack important nuance. Maximally, you may feel that they are just erroneous in 

their claims. For those of us who teach students who may be Google- and Wikipedia-dependent 

in the future, how do we prepare them to discern between trustworthy digital content—like an 

article from Bible Odyssey—and problematic content—like much of what will appear at the 

top of their search results? 

 

In this paper, I will tell you why I argue that it is important to consider how you will teach to 

what some call “digital natives” who have been raised with phones and tablets but not with the 

critical thinking tools to know the difference between using technology wisely or foolishly.3 I 

will engage the scholarship of the sociologist Jean M. Twenge and the historian Sam Wineburg 

whose writings have helped me the most in thinking about this topic. Then I will share with 

you about the project I created and how you might be do something similar in your classroom.  

 

 

 

II. Twenge’s ‘iGen’ 

 
3 danah boyd, It’s Complicated: The Social Lives of Networked Teens (New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 2014), pp. 176, warns that, “The rhetoric of ‘digital native,’ far from being useful, is often 

a distraction  to understanding  the challenges that youth face in a networked world.’ Therefore, ‘Whether 

in school or informal settings, youth need opportunities to develop the skills and knowledge to engage with 

contemporary technology effectively and meaningfully.” boyd reminds readers that neither teens nor adults 

are ‘monoliths’. Adults have something to offer teens when it comes to learning how to use technology and 

adults can learn from teens in the same way. 
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In her book iGen: Why Today’s Super-Connected Kids are Growing Up Less Rebellious, 

More Tolerant, Less Happy—and Completely Unprepared for Adulthood—and What That 

Means for the Rest of Us, Jean M. Twenge has a chapter that is relevant to this paper 

(Chapter 2, “Internet: Online Time—Oh, and Other Media, Too”).4 The age demographic 

that Twenge call “iGen”—a name chosen to sound like an Apple product because it tells us 

“something about the generation’s experience, and for iGen’ers, the Internet and smartphones 

have defined many of their experiences thus far”—is the generation present in my high 

school classroom and many of your undergraduate classrooms. Twenge begins iGen with 

those born 1995 or later (Twenge 2017, 2). Her rational for this starting point is that the 

Internet was born in 1995 so these are the people who do not and cannot know a pre-Internet 

world (Twenge 2017, 5). (For comparison, the Pew Research Center calls this generation 

“Gen Z” and separates them from Millennials if they were born 1997 or later. Their rational 

is more complex having to do with the influence of 9/11, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, 

the legacy of the 2008 Presidential election, and the constant technological changes 

experienced by Millennials.5 For what it is worth, according to my non-scientific polling of 

my students, “Gen Z” is preferred to “iGen” even if “Gen Z” is just derivative of “Gen X”.)6 

 

 
4 Jean M. Twenge, iGen: Why Today’s Super-Connected Kids are Growing Up Less Rebellious, 

More Tolerant, Less Happy—and Completely Unprepared for Adulthood—and What That Means for the 

Rest of Us (New York: Atria, 2017). 
5 Michael DiMock, ‘Defining generations: Where Millennials end and Generation Z begins’, ‘Fact 

Tank’, Pew Research Center, 17 January 2019, https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/01/17/where-

millennials-end-and-generation-z-begins/ 
6 Twenge, iGen, p. 6, breaks down the generations as follows: Boomers, 1946-1964; Gen X, 1965-

1979; Millennials, 1980-1994; iGen, 1995-2012. The Pew Forum breaks down the generations as follows: 

Boomers, 1946-1964; Gen X, 1965-1980; Millennials, 1981-1996; Gen Z, 1997-2012 (see DiMock, 

‘Defining generations’). 
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In the aforementioned chapter, Twenge dedicates several pages to the role of phones in the 

lives of emerging generations as well as the declining value of books, even “eBooks”. Most 

of her data is from 2015 though I presume her observations have intensified over the past 

half-decade. When she did her research, she noted that “the last thing” most teens “saw 

before they went to sleep and the first thing they saw when they woke up” was their phone 

(Twenge 2017, 50). In 2020, when my students have a free moment, their go-to is Snapchat 

or TikTok. This is not a surprise to me 

 

Many of us would not have turned to a book first thing with our free time when we were in 

high school either though. But according to Twenge’s research, iGen is less likely than we 

were at their age to pick up a book. In fact, her research concluded that Boomers were three 

times more likely to read a book or magazine every day than iGen’ers. Only 16% of iGen’ers 

claim to have done this (Twenge 2017, 60).  

 

Why do less than one-in-five iGen’ers read books with much frequency? Twenge proposes 

the following rationale: 

 

“Maybe because books just aren’t fast enough. For a generation raised to click on the 

next link or scroll to the next page within seconds, books just don’t seem to hold their 

attention.” (Twenge 2017, 61) 
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It is Twenge’s conviction that “the short attention span that new media seem to encourage” is 

to blame. When students switch “between tasks every nineteen seconds on average” the book 

is old media that cannot compete with the modern attention span (Twenge 2017, 64).7  

 

What does this have to do with your students? Maybe nothing at all but if your situation is 

like mine where most of your students are not majoring in Religious Studies but instead are 

taking your class as an elective, or because your institution’s affiliations make it a 

requirement, then you may experience a lot of resistance from students if you assign 

traditional papers that require mostly non-digital, or at least not-easily-accessed digital, 

sources. If most or many of your students will never write a research paper in our field ever 

again, and their “research” as adults will be limited to Google searches and browsing 

Wikipedia articles, then we need to decide whether we ought to fight against this trend (a 

losing battle in my opinion) or get ahead of it. For example, Twenge advocates for 

‘textbooks that include interactive activities such as video sharing and questionnaires’ as well 

as books that “are shorter in length and more conventional in their writing style” because 

 
7 Last semester I surveyed my students regarding their reading habits. I told them to be honest and 

that there would not be a penalty for honesty. One of the questions I asked them—a key question—was 

‘Did you tend to read through, answering questions as you went, or scan the book for key words and 

sentences just to “find the answer”?’ Seventy-two students were surveyed and fifty-seven of them (79.2%) 

responded that they tend to scan for answers. (Additionally, it is worth clarifying that I do not require much 

homework. In this survey, 75% said they spend 30-40 minutes a week on my reading assignments.) One of 

my higher performing students stated, outright, that if you read the beginning of a section and the end of a 

section you get the point. The rest is superfluous. While this may have been an approach advocated by 

Mortimer J. Adler in How to Read a Book as a way of determining whether a book was worth your time, I 

do not think Adler would have expected students to embrace this as their comprehensive approach to 

reading. For what it is worth, I read the Revised and Updated Edition co-authored with Charles Van Doren 

(New York: Touchstone, 1972) and I admit, it does help you become discerning as to whether a book is 

worth your time. My worry is that the approach is being used to justify not reading most books. As 

Nicholas Carr, The Shallows: What the Internet is Doing to Our Brains (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 

2011), p. 138 comments, “There’s nothing wrong with browsing and scanning, or even power-browsing 

and power-scanning. We’ve always skimmed newspapers more than we’ve read them, and we routinely run 

our eyes over books and magazines in order to get the gist of a piece of writing and decide whether it 

warrants more thorough reading. The ability to skim text is every bit as important as the ability to read 

deeply. What is different, and troubling, is that skimming is becoming our dominant mode of reading.” 
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students “are coming to college with much less experience reading, so we have to meet them 

where they are, while still teaching them what they need to know.” (Twenge 2017, 65) 

 

When reading Twenge, my big “take-away” is that as an educator I am competing with 

speed. I am up against systems that can provide information much faster and more efficiently 

than I could dream of doing. Also, these systems are more entertaining and visually 

stimulating. There is a time and place to fight the addiction to speedy-entertainment-as-

education or “quick-and-easy-as-research” but there is also a time and place to focus upon 

going with the flow of culture and teaching students how to navigate these fresh waters.8 

 

III. Sam Wineburg: ‘Why Google Can’t Save Us’ 

This brings me to Sam Wineburg and his book Why Learn History (When It’s Already On 

Your Phone).9 In his chapter “Why Google Can’t Save Us”, Wineburg begins by citing a 

study done by Eszter Hargittai where along with her colleagues she tried to determine if 

students were able to “assess credibility” when they came across Internet resources.10 

Wineburg summarizes Hargittai’s findings this way: 

 

 
8 For a book-length justification for fighting against what the Internet is doing to our students—or 

at least being very wary of what it is doing to them—see Nicholas Carr’s aforementioned Pulitzer Prize-

nominated The Shallows. If you do not have time to read the book, you can watch The John Adams 

Institute, “Nicholas Carr on The Shallows: How the Internet is Changing Us”, YouTube, 1:05:23, 12 

August 2017, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBoA6VZdJM8. If you do not have time for the video, 

you can read a brief summary at ‘The Shallows’, LitCharts LLC, accessed 19 February 2020, 

https://www.litcharts.com/lit/the-shallows. If you do not have the time to read the summary, ask a friend to 

send you a screenshot of their answers. 
9 Sam Wineburg, Why Learn History (When It’s Already on Your Phone) (Chicago: University of 

Chicago Press, 2018). 
10 Eszter Hargittai, “Trust Online: Young Adults’ Evaluation of Web Content”, International 

Journal of Communication 4 (2010), pp. 468-494. The author has made this article available online at 

https://airtable.com/shrXEyWuYaaNK0hnU/tbl2UMdJSD5YsBa18?backgroundColor=blue&viewControls

=on&blocks=hide 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBoA6VZdJM8
https://www.litcharts.com/lit/the-shallows
https://airtable.com/shrXEyWuYaaNK0hnU/tbl2UMdJSD5YsBa18?backgroundColor=blue&viewControls=on&blocks=hide
https://airtable.com/shrXEyWuYaaNK0hnU/tbl2UMdJSD5YsBa18?backgroundColor=blue&viewControls=on&blocks=hide
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“Students, it turned out, used a simple rule for deciding what to believe: they forked 

over the responsibility to Google. In a stupendous misunderstanding of how Google’s 

algorithms work, students equated the placement of a website on Google’s list of 

results with trustworthiness: the higher the placement, the more reliable the 

information.” (Wineburg 2018, 140) 

 

Hargittai reports that of the students she tested, “Overall, just 10% of participants made 

remarks about either a site’s author or that author’s credentials while completing tasks.” 

(Hargittai 2010, 480) We should pause before mocking their naïveté. Wineburg and his 

colleagues decided to test professional historians to see if they knew how to “establish the 

trustworthiness of the digital information they encountered.” (Wineburg 2018, 146) I cannot 

duplicate the details of their study here but I can tell you that when asked to compare two 

websites to see which one was more trustworthy (represented credentialed expertise) half of 

the historians were either wrong or unsure as to which website should have been deemed 

more trustworthy (Wineburg 2018, 146-148).  

 

Wineburg comments that seven “never left the two websites to seek further information” 

(Wineburg 2018, 148). They assumed that their expertise would allow them to detect which 

website was trustworthy by investigating the two of them.11 Wineburg attributes this to what 

 
11 While not mentioned by Wineburg, it is worth alluding to the Nielson Norman Group’s research 

on the “F-Shaped” reading patterns that have been observed when studying readers of webpages. Notably, 

people rarely read much of a website (or blog). They move their eyes in what’s something of an “F” shape. 

It moves across the top, then scrolls down to a point (not always a clean F), then moves horizontally, then 

drops again. This should add concern. This means most of us, when we limit our reading to a single 

website, in fact only scan that website. To read (or scan in an ‘F’ shape) the original 2006 study, see Jakob 

Nielson, “F-Shaped Pattern for Reading Web Content (original study)”, Norman Nielson Group, 16 April 

2016, accessed from https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content-discovered/. 

For their 2017 follow-up study, see Kara Pernice, “F-Shaped Reading Pattern on the Web: Misunderstood, 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content-discovered/
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cognitive psychologists called “negative transfer” when someone is found wrongly 

“importing strategies that fit one domain to another where they do not.” (Wineburg 2018, 

148) 

 

If the tools of historians make it a coin toss as to whether someone can tell the difference 

between a faulty website and a trustworthy one we must look elsewhere for inspiration. 

Wineburg turned to fact-checkers. He reports that their method was different: 

 

“…fact-checkers approach digital content differently from historians. Whereas most 

of these academics read the Web vertically, their eyes moving up and down the 

screen as though it were a page of print, fact-checkers read laterally, leaping from an 

unfamiliar site almost immediately and opening up multiple search windows.” 

(Wineburg 2018, 150) 

 

All of the fact-checkers were able to determine which of the two websites was the 

trustworthy professional one because their methods were different from the historians 

(Wineburg 2018, 151). They did not stay with the source in front of them doing a deep dive 

into it. Instead, they used a “balance of powers” approach, if you will, by checking what one 

 
But Still Relevant (Even for Mobile)”, Norman Nielson Group, 12 November 2017, accessed from 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/. The latter study adds that 

additional “scanning” approaches have been found other than the F-Shaped one. These additional patterns 

include the Layer-Cake, Spotted, Marking, Bypassing, and Commitment patterns. The last one is the closest 

to what we might hope a reader is doing when reading a book, journal article, or conference paper. 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/
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website says by using others—or reading laterally across websites rather than vertically up-

and-down one.12 

 

The fact-checkers had a few other tricks as well. For example, they did use Wikipedia, but 

they used it because it has notes that link to outside sources, including “the Boston Globe and 

Minneapolis’ City Pages” (Wineburg 2018, 150). Also, they Googled the names of people 

mentioned on the problematic website then used Google News to search their name and see 

where these people are mentioned (Wineburg 2018, 152).  

 

Another way of reading laterally is to use websites like WHOIS, “a free service” that “issues 

the name and address of a website’s registrant” so you know who owns the website you are 

reading. This can help a student “follow the money” to see what person, organization, or 

corporation is providing the information they are encountering and that allows them to 

investigate those websites more thoroughly.13 

 

I learned from Wineburg that in order to educate students who we know will be using the 

Internet to further their learning once they leave our classrooms, we have to (1) recognize 

that traditional approaches to research and evaluating resources is not always going to work 

online and (2) this means we ourselves must become familiar with online resources and how 

to navigate them which may mean looking to professions like fact-checking for inspiration.  

 
12 If you would like to learn more about reading laterally, or teach your students how to do so, see 

Crash Course, “Check Yourself with Lateral Reading: Crash Course Navigating Digital Information #3”, 

YouTube video, 13:51, 22 January 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GoQG6Tin-1E.  
13 For the details of how this study was conducted, see Sam Wineburg and Sarah McGrew, 

“Lateral Reading and the Nature of Expertise: Reading Less and Learning More When Evaluating Digital 

Information” is available in its prepublication form via the Stanford Digital Repository at 

https://purl.stanford.edu/yk133ht8603.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GoQG6Tin-1E
https://purl.stanford.edu/yk133ht8603
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